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ABSTRACT

The main objective of this project is to create and develop a web site for
"Loikaw Catholic Church" of Myanmar in order to expand the exposure of Myanmar
Catholicism globally and integrate the ways of approaching all about the latest
information, news and donations via the Internet. By using this approach, both the
Church and its donors would benefit from information of the web site.
This project will improve the manual communication methods, information
sharing and donation receiving of the Church globally. Presently, the Church needs
to work with a lot of staff and volunteers to release and share the news, information,
and announcement by post or through someone who goes abroad. This takes a lot of
time and staff unnecessarily. When donors want to contact the Church, they need to
take a long time because they have to send the letters to the Church through post
office and ask what they can offer. When the church needs emergency help, it cannot
inform the donors immediately.
Therefore, the web site of Loikaw Catholic Church will make the
communication and information flow better and faster. It will attract more donors to
visit and make donations online without spending much time. Information provided
on the web will help them to know about the Church and its need, so that they can
offer anything or make donations immediately. They can also request prayers and
Holy Mass offerings as recognitions of their donations.
This study covers analysis, design and implementation of the website for the
Loikaw Catholic Church, competitive analysis, SWOT analysis and Marketing
analysis.
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I.
1.1

INTRODUCTION

Introduction
The Internet has become one of the most popular communication channel and

the world-wide standard for communicating information. It can replace some media
such as television, telephone, radio and newspapers. It is now giving a lot of
opportunities for several fields, such as business, music, education, religion and
many others. Using the Internet can benefit many organizations because it is not
expensive to use. The number of Internet users in the world has increased everyday.
It allows organizations to have more opportunities to grow and expand by the use of

web application.
Today, the Catholic Church is encouraging the Christians to use the
Internet as a social communication tool. Therefore, Loikaw Catholic Church of
Myanmar, which has communications with the world everyday, comes up with an
online system to use the advantage of Internet for sharing information, news, reports
and to receive donations online.

1.2

Objectives of the Project
(1)

To establish a web site to reach the members and donors of Loikaw
Catholic Church.

(2)

To be the first leader in online catholic web site of Myanmar in the
Christians' recognition.

(3)

To give information and latest news of the local Church to the world.

(4)

To receive donations and gifts from the donors online.

(5)

To return prayers and holy mass celebration as a recognition of the
donations.
1

(6)

To link with web sites of other Churches and Parishes to have a better
communication online.

(7)

To generate revenue from selling advertisements and some products.

(8)

To analyze and collect information of visitors and donors in order to
identify the suitable system for the website's future.

1.3

(9)

To collect mailing list in order to send updated news and information.

(10)

To invite talented people to help the development of the church.

Scope of the Project
(1)

Create a Catholic web site.

(2)

Provide information and news of Loikaw Catholic Church.

(3)

Provide information about available donations and gifts items.

(4)

Offer prayers and Holy Mass and religious accessories as recognition
for the donors.

( 5)

1.4

Provide areas for the banners of sponsors.

Project Plan for the website and report (Including Gantt chart)

Year 2003-04
TASKS
I.

Project Proposal

2.

Progress Report

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

-

(2.1) information gathering
(2.2) periodical report drafting
(2.3) periodical report review
3.

-

Web Prototype Concept and Development
(3 .1) develop web site content and structure

4.

-

( 4.1) preparing presentation slides
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II.

2.1

LITERATURE REVIEW

The Internet Today
The growth of the Internet today has exploded into the latest craze. It is the

newest wave of communication through electronic mail, file transfer, telnet access,
transaction applications, and much more. The most popular part of the Internet is the
World Wide Web, where anyone can access hypertext pages with a click of the
button. The popularity of the Internet has launched many social and ethical issues.
Recently, the Internet has been criticized for its uncensored information, but has been
praised for its educational value. Although the Internet appears to be very convenient
to its users, there are many technical issues surrounding this vast network of
computers. Technical issues range from network protocols, which is used to
communicate information, to display or markup languages, which is used for
displaying information.
The Internet has a great effect on our communities. It enables us to access and
share information with a click of the button. It provides the academic community
with items such as lesson plans, topics of research, and a host of other educational
ideas from across the world. Students benefit because the Internet provides a
resource to supplemental information for any subject. Educators benefit because the
Internet provides a vast knowledge base to prepare for topics.
The social and technological driving forces (affordability, convemence,
stability, and availability) have contributed greatly to the popularity and success of
today's Internet in the following ways: The society at large is more familiar with
technology, and education rate is rising, computers are found in nearly most of the
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households and at all institutions. There is a greater need to save time/labor in
conducting business and personal transactions, and the Web medium has drastically
reduced the price of goods and services due to automation (efficiency) of activities,
today's Internet platform is robust and powerful, a great bandwidth is available in a
variety of packages (cables, DSL, satellite), and finally, the price of PCs are
extremely affordable for any common user especially in the industrialized world.

2.2

Electronic Commerce
Electronic Commerce (E-Commerce) is all about buying, selling or

exchanging of products, services and information by using the Internet platform and
in particular the Web. The Web runs over the Internet platform and uses the HTTP
(hypertext transfer protocol). E-Business, on the other hand, carries a broader
definition, not just the buying and selling of goods and services, but servicing
customers, collaborating with business partners, and conducting communications and
transactions within and outside an organization. As IBM Chief Executive, Lou
Gerstner rightly points, "eBusiness 1s all about time cycle, speed, globalization,
enhanced productivity, reaching new customers and sharing knowledge across
institutions for competitive advantage."
The logical question here is, what doesn't constitute e-Commerce and eBusiness? Let's examine it. The use of toll-free telephone call to place an order or
using satellite television or Home Shopping Network to buy something or using EDI
(Electronic Data Interchange) to allow remote computers to exchange data are all
business-related, but not e-commerce activities. The reason is simple, these activities
are conducted over a telecommunications medium, but they do not use the Internet
platform.
4

There are two major types of e-commerce. B2C e-commerce involves a
business and an end consumer, where the business provides promotion, ordering, and
payment services to the consumer who does browsing and shopping. On the other
hand, B2B e-commerce allows procurement of various products and services
necessary for running an organization office supplies, raw materials, and equipment.
It also involves various different individuals such as purchasing agents, authorizing
managers, and users. In general, the market forces, economic factors and the
technology used in B2C and B2B e-commerce are usually different.
Before the Internet, other technology platforms were experimented on the
telecommunications network, but most projects could not find large-scale consumer
acceptance because of obvious reasons: few people had access to equipment such as
computers. Moreover, shopping or communications via PC involved a new habit that
was often user-unfriendly, computers were quite expensive, and the technology
platforms of the early days were generally unstable to support a great user mass.
According to Mercer Consulting, the four critical elements related with
acceptance or rejection of a new technological platform are (1) Affordability - the
platform must provide a greater value than close alternatives. The user switching cost
(cost involved as a result of shifting from one type of activity to another) must be
kept in consideration (2) Convenience - provides an additional incentive to change
existing habits. If the new technology platform saves considerable time, labor
(training/learning), and is easier to operate by users, it will gain acceptance (3)

Stability - If the technology is powerful, mature (well-tested in all situations), and is
stable (handles enormous load), it will most likely get wider market recognition (4)

Availability - The technological platform must be available on all varieties of
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settings. Platforms that are restricted by geographical or time periods do not succeed.
2.3

Fund Raising on the Internet
There are many mechanisms available today for nonprofit charities to solicit

donations or fund raising online. Most of the existing mechanisms have closely
analogous counterparts outside the online realm, but all have unique aspects and raise
new issues associated with the dramatic speed, relatively low cost, and naturally
national and international scope that is characteristic of online communications. The
Internet's appeal as a new mechanism for soliciting charitable donations stems from
many source. There are some common pitfalls as well as follows:
(1)

It's hard to be noticed among all the others seeking attention on the
Internet.

(2)

There is the possibility of failure due to unfamiliar technical
breakdowns or through misunderstanding how to use the mechanism
effectively.

(3)

There are significant legal complexities at this time associated with
some aspects of online fundraising.

Successful use of the Internet for charitable solicitation and other fundraising
depends on leveraging the strengths while avoiding or minimizing the pitfalls.
Although there have been a few fairly spectacular success stories, most charities will
find at this time that Internet fundraising will be only a minor part of their total
sources of revenue. Most potential donors are not as familiar or comfortable with the
technology as they could be, and will be in a few years.
The process of accepting online donations or memberships includes a set of
individual services, which may all be provided by one source or can often be
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obtained individually from separate providers. Costs can vary tremendously, so it is
worth considering several different permutations of services when developing your
plan. There is a summary of the services needed, roughly ordered from the initial
donor contact to the final receipt by the charity. Not all of these services may be
wanted by every organization, nor are they all necessarily required.
(1)

A web site describing a particular organization.

(2)

A web page accepting pledges.

(3)

A web page accepting a donor's credit card information.

(4)

A service to process credit card information automatically
and/or manually.

(5)

A merchant services account with a bank or third-party
provider.

(6)
Email,

mail

A business checking account at a bank.
lists,

Usenet

and

other message-based

communication

mechanisms are a valuable part of any online charity's toolkit. These mechanisms can
be best divided into two classes: one controlled by the charity and one controlled by
others. Another key characteristic is whether the messages are written primarily to
further the organization's mission, or specifically to solicit donations. Messages
intended to solicit donations can be further divided into those directed toward
existing members and past donors, or those mostly targeting potential new donors.
Furthermore, any fundraising campaign using message-based Internet tools must be
sensitive to the complicated legal environment regulating online solicitations, as
described in the section above on using the World Wide Web.
Some charities participate in mail-lists and Usenet group discussions
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sponsored by others, generally through staff members who subscribe to those forums.
Many more are passive listeners at these forums, gaining useful tips and ideas.
Solicitation of donations (by anyone but the forum sponsor) is pretty much
universally unwelcome. In fact, anyone posting one will probably receive many very
nasty letters about inappropriate use of the medium. However, if the discussion turns
to areas in which the organization has experience or interest, it has a great
opportunity to at least mention what charitable service the organization provides and
to give some contact information for people who wish to find out more. If nothing
else, a signature, a sentence or paragraph appended to all of the organization's email
messages should give some information about the charity. Even the organization
doesn't attract many donations this way, it might attract volunteers interested in your
mission, and it will highlight the mission.

2.4

Catholic Church and the Internet
The Catholic Church's interest in the Internet is a particular expression of her

longstanding interest in the media of social communication. Seeing the media as an
outcome of the historical scientific process by which humankind "advances further
and further in the discovery of the resources and values contained in the whole of
creation'', the Church often has declared her conviction that they are, in the words of
the Second Vatican Council, "marvelous technical inventions" that already do much
to meet human needs and may yet do even more. Thus the Church has taken a
fundamentally positive approach to the media. The modem media of social
communication are cultural factors that play a role in this story. The Second Vatican
Council remarked that although the people must be careful to distinguish earthly
progress clearly from the increase of the kingdom of Christ, nevertheless such
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progress is of vital concern to the kingdom of God, insofar as it can contribute to the
better ordering of human society.
Today this applies in a special way to the Internet, which is helping bring
about revolutionary changes in commerce, education, politics, journalism, and the
relationship of nation-to-nation and culture-to-culture--changes not just in how
people communicate but also in how they understand their lives. In a companion
document, Ethics in Internet, Christians discuss these matters in their ethical
dimension. Today, Christians consider the Internet's implications for religion and
especially for the Catholic Church. The Church has a two-fold aim in regard to the
media. One aspect is to encourage their right development and right use for the sake
of human development, justice, and peace-for the up building of society at the
local, national, and community levels in light of the common good and in a spirit of
solidarity. Considering the great importance of social communications, the Church
seeks honest and respectful dialogue with those responsible for the communications
media-a dialogue that relates primarily to the shaping of media policy.
On the Church's side this dialogue involves efforts to understand the mediatheir purposes, procedures, forms and genres, internal structures and modalities-and
to offer support and encouragement to those involved in media work. On the basis of
this sympathetic understanding and support, it becomes possible to offer meaningful
proposals for removing obstacles to human progress and the proclamation of the
Gospel.
But the Church's concern also relates to communication in and by the Church
herself. Such communication is more than just an exercise in technique, for it finds
its starting point in the communion of love among the divine Persons and their
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communication with Christians, and in the realization that Trinitarian communication
"reaches out to humankind: The Son is the Word, eternally 'spoken' by the Father;
and in and through Jesus Christ, Son and Word made flesh, God communicates
himself and his salvation to women and men. God continues to communicate with
humanity through the Church, the bearer and custodian of his revelation, to whose
living teaching office alone he has entrusted the task of authentically interpreting his
word. Moreover, the Church herself is a communio, a communion of persons and
Eucharistic communities arising from and mirroring the communion of the Trinity;
communication therefore is of the essence of the Church. This, more than any other
reason, is why the Church's practice of communication should be exemplary,
reflecting the highest standards of truthfulness, accountability, sensitivity to human
rights, and other relevant principles and norms.
Three decades ago Communio et Progressio pointed out that modem media
offer new ways of confronting people with the message of the Gospel. Pope Paul VI
said the Church would feel guilty before the Lord if it failed to use the media for
evangelization. Pope John Paul II has declared that it is not enough to use the media
simply to spread the Christian message and the Church's authentic teaching. It is also
necessary to integrate that message into the 'new culture' created by modem
communications". Doing that is all the more important today, since not only do the
media now strongly influence what people think about life but also to a great extent
human experience itself is an experience of media. All this applies to the Internet.
And even though the world of social communications may at times seem at odds
with the Christian message, it also offers unique opportunities for proclaiming the
saving truth of Christ to the whole human family. Consider the positive capacities of
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the Internet to carry religious information and teaching beyond all barriers and
frontiers. Such a wide audience would have been beyond the wildest imaginings of
those who preached the Gospel before us. Catholics should not be afraid to throw
open the doors of social communications to Christ, so that his Good News may be
heard from the housetops of the world.
According to Roy Morgan Research Pty Limited, among the major Christian
church members 50% of Catholics use the Net at least monthly, Anglicans 42%, and
other Christian 47%, compared to 63% of non-Christian and 58% of people with no
religion. This is based on 7,731,000 of all people 14 plus who access the Net at least
monthly.

Access the Internet at least monthly
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Figure 2.1.
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Monthly Internet Usage of Christians.

Brief History of Catholicism in Myanmar
The Catholicism in Myanmar was introduced when a Portuguese, named

Anthonio Ciorrea, signed a treaty of Peace with the King of Pegu as early as 1519.
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Even before that Venetian Nicolo de Conti left accounts of Pegu and Arakan around
1444. They started so called nomadic missionary efforts in compliance with their
random movements around. The first to settle for a longer period at Bassein was
French Franciscan Friar Peter Bonfer between 1554-1557. Father Calchi was
appointed the First Vicar Apostolic to the Kingdoms of Pegu. Ava and Martanban by
the Pope Clement XI in 18720 and built the first Church in Ava. He was the first
Sower of the Seed in Burma followed by many more. Soon after that the Holy See
divided the Mission of Burma into two: the Secular priests were given the Mission of
Ava while Bamabites took the Mission of Pegu.
Pope Benediet XIV succeeded Pope Clement XII and made Father Gallizia
the first Bishop of Burma in 1741. He was killed in 1744 in the outbreak of war
between Ava and Pegu. The next Bishop was Fr.Nerini in 1794 (one of the two
priests who survived the massacre in 1744). He built the Church that was said to be
the largest brick building in Syriam. Pegu King beheaded him in the new war
between Pegu and Ava 1756. Next was Father Gallizia, who came in 1760 and soon
became a Burmese scholar of repute (known for the composing a Cathechism in
Burmese). He died in 1761. Then Pope Clement XIII sent Father Percoto to Burma.
He spoke and wrote very fluent Burmese, and soon became the new Bishop. Died in
1776 at the age of 47. Pope Pius VI than nominated Father Gherardo Cortenovis as a
new Bishop for the period to follow. In 1786 Fater Montegazzo was consecrated
Bishop. He died in 1794, aged 49 years. In 1831 Pope Pius VIII appoints Mgr.
Federico Cao as a Bishop of Zarna, after a long gap following the death of
Mgr.Mantegazza. the first Burmese priest was Moses Ngau of Chaung U. He died at
the age of 25 after the ill treatment by the government. Second was Rev. G. D. Cruz
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of Rangoon. The most Burminized of the Oblates was Fr.Abbona of Turin a trusted
confidant of King Mindon. He was the Bishop almost to the very end of 19 century.
According to the data of World Statesmen, Myanmar has the following
percentages of population, which belongs to their respective Religions; Buddhist
89.4%, Christian 4.9% (Baptist 3%, Roman Catholic 1%), Muslim 3.8%, traditional
beliefs 1%, animist 1%, other 0.7%.

2.6

Loikaw Catholic Church
The Karen Mission of Maungmya, where Fr. Tarolli was doing magnificent

work, was the first. The Bishop Bigandet visited Taungoo with Father P. Barbe in
1856. Father G.D Cruz, a Burmese priest, labored zealously in Taungoo. In 1856
Father P. Guerin of France was sent also to Taungoo. In 1869 Father A.Bourdon was
consecrated Titular Bishop of Dardania. The first Vicar-Apostolic for Eastern Burma
was Bishop Biffi in Taungoo. In 1883 John Pabuan, a Talaing Karen, was ordained
priest and a few years later Andreas a Burman-Karen was Elevated to the same
dignity (today Burma has many Burmese Karens Padaung prelates and hundreds of
priest brothers, nuns and other apostolic workers).
In 1887 Bishop Bigandet celebrated Golden Jubilee. He died in 1894 at the
age of 81. Rev.Fr. Cardot succeeded him as the last Bishop in the Century. Otherwise
Kayah State (11,731 sq km and about 200,000 people) is the smallest State of the
Union. However it was always known as the stronghold of Catholicism in Myanmar.
Karenni, the name as used for the State in 194 7 Constitution, was changed in 1951 to
Kayah after the name of the most important single ethnic group in the Kayah State.
Other ethnic groups are Kayan and Kayaw. Majority of the population speak Karen
language though. Since 1795, when the population occupying this extensive Hilly
13
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Tract rejected the Authority of the King of Ava. They have been trying to keep their
independence. Only recently, thanks to the Peace Mission of the most respected
Bishop Sotero, most of the several fighting groups came to legal fold and Peace was
finally established in this turbulent land.
The Baptists were the first missionaries to come to the hills in 1853, followed
by the Catholics in 1883 (the first station created at Jado by the Italian Missioni
Estere di Milano, later PIME). These proud people, living on remote hills, far from
the roads, in a self-explanatory world, are eager to protect and preserve their culture.
They have joined the Union against the fight to eventually secede after 'trail' period
of 10 years.
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II.

GENERAL CONCEPT

What is Loikaw Catholic Church Online?
Loikaw Catholic Church Online (LoikawCatholicChurch.com) is a web site
where people can find information and news about Catholicism in Kayah State,
which is located in the East of Myanmar, and make donations and order products
online. People from all over the world can visit the web site anytime to read news, to
find information and to do research about the Catholicism of Loikaw Catholic
Church. Donors and sponsors, who used to donate for the projects of Loikaw
Catholic Church, can easily find information about the needs of the Church on the
web site and make donations. They can use two options to make donations. One is to
send the donation through PayPal.com and the other one is to send through Banks.
They can order the products to be sent as recognition of their donation. The donors
can also request prayers and Mass offering, which will be made by the Priests of
Loikaw Catholic Church.
Other revenues streams will come from advertisers, who make advertisement
on the web site of Loikaw Catholic Church. Users may be shown advertisements on
the web site while they were reading news and information. The advertisement may
be of the sponsors' company web sites or of some other web sites.

Church's Description
The Church's main office is currently located in Loikaw Township,
Myanmar. The Communication Center is in Rangoon, Myanmar and financial office
is located in Bangkok, Thailand. For this moment, the operation to host Loikaw
Catholic Church Online web site takes place in Bangkok but later in Rangoon,
Myanmar.
15

IV.

WHAT LOIKAW CATHOLIC CHURCH OFFERS

Finding news and information on the web site
When the web surfer visits the website's homepage, he/she can find news and
information by clicking news and information buttons. Updated news will be posted
on the page everyday. If the visitors cannot find the news they want, they can still
search on the other websites by clicking the links we show on the page.
When the web surfer wants to find out the information on the History of
Catholicism in Loikaw or Myanmar, they can easily read it by clicking History
button. If the web surfer feels that the information is not enough, he/ she can still find
out by clicking the links of other historical web sites we provided.
Making Donations
We offer a donation service for donors, who used to donate the Church.
When the donor visits the homepage of the web site, he/ she can click the Donation
button to make donations. In the donation page, the donor can see what the Church
needs and what they can offer. After choosing the type of donation, he/ she can enter
the amount and click to make the donation. The donor should enter his/ her
information in order to help the Church to keep it and contact the donors.
The donor can choose one of two methods to send the donation. If they want
to send the donation online, they can send through PayPal.com, which is a secure
payment system used by many people.
The donor can also use fund transfer method between banks by transferring to
our account. He/ she has to send her information and details and types of donation to
us through the form provided in the web site. After we receive the information and
details of the donation, we will send the bank account number, branch number, the
16

name of the bank and beneficiary's name through email. After the donor receives our
email and bank information, the he/ she can send the donation through the bank
already. We prefer to use those two methods because of security reason. We do not
want to take risks about payments and donation from our donors.
Order Products

The donor can order the souvemrs of Loikaw Catholic Church as a
recognition of their donations. He/ she can choose any products, which are available
on the product page. The donor has to enter his/ her name and enter the amount of
donation they made, so that the church can counter check with list of the received
donation and send the product to the donor's address.
Request for Prayers and Holy Mass Offering

The web surfer or donor can also request for Prayers and Holy Mass
Offering, which is the highest form of worshipping for the Catholic Christians. He/
She can enter the name and intention of Prayers and Mass Offering. The Priests of
Loikaw Catholic Church will say Prayers and Mass for him/ her.
Mailing List

The web surfer or donor can submit his/ her email address in order to receive
the latest news and information of Loikaw Catholic Church.
Invitation for talented people

Loikaw Catholic Church invites the people to participate in Church's
activities by sharing their talents, such as music, literature, sports and education. The
web surfer can fill up the form, which is available on Invitation for talented people
page and let the Church know about his/ her talents. After reading about the talents
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of the web surfer, the Church will contact him/ her to discuss how we can work
together for the future developments.
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V. WEBSITE STRUCTURE

5.1

Web Site Structure

Home

About

News

Information

Figure 5.1.

Donation

Products

Request Prayers

Invitation

LoikawCatholicChurch.com's Web Site Structure.

The flowchart of LoikawCatholicChurch.com demonstrates that there are a
total of seven sections on the website: About (About the Church), News (Local and
global), Information (History and others), Donation, Products, Request Prayers and
Invitation.

History ofLoikaw

Figure 5.2.

Information on Myanmar

Information on Loikaw

LoikawCatholicChurch.com' s Information Section Structure.

The Information section has three categories: History of Loikaw Catholic
Church, Information on Myanmar and Information on Loikaw.
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Products

Religious Books

Figure 5.3.

Rosaries

Religious Songs CDS

LoikawCatholicChurch.com' s Products Section Structure.

The Product section of LoikawCatholicChurch.com has three categories:
Religious books, Rosaries and Religious Songs CDs.

Donation

Figure 5.4.

LoikawCatholicChurch.com' s Donation Structure.

The Donation section has two categories: Donate Online and Donate from
Bank. The donor can choose if he/ she wants to donate online or transfer the fund
through bank. The PayPal.com will be available to make payments online. If the
donor chooses to make fund transfer through the bank, he/ she can do it also by
filling up the forms and submit it.
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Techniques to keep Customer coming back to surf our web site
(1) Update the web site more often.
(2) Do marketing by using customer's information.
(3) Submit the address of our web site to the search engines.
(4) Exchange banners with popular web sites.
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VI.

6.1

MARKETING

SWOT Analysis

S-Strength:
Loikaw Catholic Church website provides more information than buying and
selling religious products online. The website is well presented with pictures and
updated information. Products and services that are currently available can be seen
with pictures and can be able to order straight away. The order will be confirmed by
email to make sure that the order is correct and just in case if customers want to
change.
For the researchers and others who are interested in Loikaw Catholic Church,
it provides the history of the Church, daily news of what is happening around the
world which is related to Catholic Church, Pope's message for the people, daily bible
reading and projects that are currently undertaking. It will be fully informed to our
donors, customers and those who are visiting the website about Loikaw Catholic
Church. There is also information about priests who are currently serving the Church
and projects they are undertaking. In this way, donors who would like to donate
money for the particular kind of project can find out what is really happening inside
Loikaw Catholic Church. Those who want more information can send email to the
person who is in charge of the project. On the Internet, telecommunication cost is
lower and it saves both time and money. Technical support will be 24 hours a day
and 7days a week. Donors details will be kept confidentially and they will be
informed by email when they order the products or donate money. A good marketing
strategic plan by using emails, banner ads, search engines, advertise on online
magazines and other advertising methods will attract more donors and customers.
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W-Weakness
Since Myanmar does not widely use the Internet and its telecommunication
system is not fully developed yet, the payment options are very few. By means of
communication, our country is still developing to adapt a new system, and it would
make our payment system less attractive to some people. Our weakness is we can't
accept credit cards, bank cards and other advanced payment options in current
situation. We can only accept bank transfer and Pay-pal. Another weakness is that
our website will not be attractive to most non-Catholic and non-Christian since we
are dealing only with Catholic people, Churches and organizations.
0-0pportunities
By using the Internet, we will reach a wide variety of audiences globally.
With online advertisements, we will be able to reach more potential customers and
donors in the near future. Our website is going to provide chat rooms for those
people who are in need of spiritual needs and who need prayers; they could be able
to send their petitions and mass intentions for their needs. Online counseling time
will be available to those who need to talk to counselors especially for people with
spiritual needs. More products will be available and more payment options will
develop.
T-Threat
Due to potential fraud and online security, advanced payment options will
develop slowly. Lack of availability of the Internet in most towns in Myanmar, our
website is mostly targeted on foreigners and will be attractive mostly to foreigners.
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Direct Competitors

- Donors can donate
money online.

- Gifts, clothing,
rosary, jewelry,
Music/video, books,
CDs, Church goods
and services and
charities.

Products/services

- Viewers can read
articles written by
famous authors like
Pope John Paul II.

- Provides shopping
site, wide range of
products. People can
order things online.

Strength

- Also targets to reach
Catholic or non- They have also
Catholic business
- Provides a variety of
group who are willing
provided youth online channels such as news
to advertise their
and different
channel.
products and those who activities for young
need help for Internet
people.
- Prayers request can be
commerce since they
sent through email and
provide web design and - Services like
people can join prayers
development.
website hosting, web online.
design and database
marketing,
- provide website
advertising and other hosting, website design
services.
and advertisements

- It targets to reach
young and old Catholic
people.

-Young/old people,
male or female with
spiritual needs.

Target

Competitive Landscape of Catholic Web Sites.

Competitive Landscape

Table 6.1.

6.2

- People have to
link to another
website to buy
things online.

- Some products are
services rriainly
targeted for U.S
residents only.

Weakness

Vt

N

- People can make
donations with Pay
pal online payment
method.

- They sell books and
music, they also
provide services like
daily homily, it can
be subscribed through
email.

- It targets to reach
young and old Catholic
people.

http://home.catholicweb.
com

- Also targets to reach
Catholic or nonCatholic business
group who are willing
to advertise their
products and those who
need help for Internet
commerce since they
provide web design and
development.

Products/services

Target

Competitive Landscape of Catholic Web Sites (Continued).

Direct Competitors

Table 6.1.

- They also provide
useful links for
researchers such as
institutions, seminaries,
education centers and
many more.

- They earn money
from having business
owner to advertise at
their website.

- People from different
countries can order
their products with
convenient payment
method.

Strength

- Lack of
interesting news
such as
international
Catholic news,
Pope message,
prayers, etc.

- Only one payment
option is available
to make online
payment.

Weakness
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www.ycvf.org

- They provide free
interesting articles.

Strength

- Donations can be
made with different
kinds of payment
options such as master
card, visa card or
American Express.
Other options are also
available by sending
mail or by phone.

- Their websites have
- Their main function Prayer groups where
is raising funds which people can go and join
depend mainly on
in daily prayer.
donations made by
people.
- Can be linked to other
related Catholic
website such as
www.catholic.org

- They don't sell
products and services
online.

- Main target group is
young and old people
who are Catholic.

- Some Catholic
organizations and nonprofit organizations
that are helping poor
people.

Products/services

Target

Competitive Landscape of Catholic Web Sites (Continued).

Direct Competitors

Table 6.1.

- Lack of
interesting features
like daily national
and international
news related to
Catholic Church.

- Projects that the
donation money
will go is not well
specified.

- There are no
products and
services available
in this organization
website.

Weakness
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www.ycvf.org.

Marketing Strategy
Loikaw Catholic Church Online will use different kinds of marketing

strategies in order to reach out its target market. Registering with search engine such
as Google and Yahoo will make easier for people to find Loikaw Catholic Church's
website. For those who don't know the website address, search engines will be able
to· locate

specific website address. By registering with Yahoo and Google, our

website would be found by people who have never known that our website exists
while they are looking for Catholic Churches in those search engines since the search
engines will list all the related websites of Catholic Churches. In this way, we will
able to gain potential customers who are interested in our website.
An important thing to attract more people to our website is to make website
interesting, to appeal in the eyes of people who are visiting the website. Our website
is made to appeal in the eyes of the visitors by attractive color setting, update
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information, colorful pictures, pictures of the products which are available, daily
news which is happening in the world that is related to the Church. The website will
be available 24 hours a day and 7 days a week.
Email is another option to advertise our website to potential customers and
donors. Email is the popular way to advertise on the Internet by sending our
organization's information to people or our listed mailing lists. The advantages of
email approach are its low cost and its ability to reach a wide variety of targeted
audiences. With emails, we can reach different people: young, old, Christian or nonChristian. People who are interested would be visiting our web site. We will keep in
touch with our customers and donors via email. Keeping in touch with customers is
one way to gain customer's loyalty. Some people want to read email from the sender
whom they know and have relationship. Our email will include bible message, daily
news and will encourage potential customers to visit our website to learn more. With
interesting information, we will attract more people to visit our website.
Banner advertising is most commonly used for online advertisement. Banner
ads can be seen everywhere when we surf on the web. We will include short text
message, bible message or products and services which are available in our website
in the banner ads. Banner ads will be linked directly to our website when people
click on the banner ads. To cut cost of advertising with banner ads, our website
would use banner swapping or banner exchange with other related websites.
Another effective way is to advertise on online magazines. Since our website
is a new website, we have to reach as many people as we can. In order to reach a
wide variety of audiences, we need the power of advertisement. By advertising the
popular magazines which our target customers will read such as religion magazines
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and Catholic magazines, our website will be spread out to our target audiences. Our
advertisement would link directly to our website by clicking on the advertisement. It
makes easier for the potential customers to visit our website.
Target market of Loikaw Catholic Church Online

Loikaw Catholic Church online is targeted to young and old people either
male or female who are willing to donate money for Catholic Church. The majority
of the targeted people are old, religious, educated, Catholic or Christian, who are
connected to the Church, who have computer knowledge and know how to use the
Internet. Since the website will include the information of the Church, it also targets
the researchers from all over the world who are interested in Catholic Church
especially Loikaw Catholic Church in Myanmar.
Loikaw Catholic Church targets U.S and European countries in order to reach
out to some Catholic organizations in those countries, which are helping Churches in
Asian countries. The main users of the website would be Churches from all
countries, priests, nuns, lay people, researchers and some organizations which help
Catholic Churches from Asian countries in order to raise funds. Loikaw Catholic
Church also targets the other religions and organizations, which might be interested
in the Catholic Church and the Catholicism in Kayah State and Myanmar. Some
people might be interested in the history and background but some might be
interested in the fund raising activities and other matters. Therefore, Loikaw Catholic
Church has different targets based on the field of the people's interest.
Target market for Loikaw Catholic Church online is shown in the tale below.
The descriptions of the target market are based on age, occupation, sex, religion,
education and nationality.
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Table 6.2.

Target Market of LoikawCatholicChurch.com.

Segmentation

Descriptions

•

Age
Occupation

•

•

Sex
Education

•

Religion

•

Nationality

•

Demographic
30 and above
Not specific, but mostly
religious people, priests,
nuns and lay people
Male or Female
Educated with computer
skills.
Catholic or other kinds of
Christians
Globally but mostly from
Europe and U. S

Product and Price
Religious and Traditional Songs CDs
Loikaw Catholic Church offers religious and traditional songs, which are
popular among Christians. Donors or anyone can order the product online. The
products will be updated every week, so that people can order new products. The
prices of the products will be shown on the web site.
Religious books
We also offer valuable religious books, written by popular writers and
missionaries, who use to work with Loikaw Catholic Church before. Some books
were written in Myanmar and published by the bishops of Myanmar. Therefore,
Loikaw Catholic Church includes those books in our products.
Handmade Rosaries
Loikaw Catholic Church also offers handmade rosaries in the product lists.
The Catholic Christians count rosary beads as a kind of worshiping. So, every
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Christian needs to have a rosary. Anyone can order the handmade rosaries, which are
made by local people of Loikaw Catholic Church.
Payments
In the process of making donation, the donor or customer can choose one of
two payments methods to order products. We prefer to use only two methods:
PayPal.com and the fund transfer methods between banks by transferring to our
account because we don't want to take any risks about payment from our donors and
customers. If they want to send the payment online, they can send through
PayPal.com, which is a secure payment system used by many people.
If the donor or customer chooses the method of transferring payments

through the bank, he/ she has to send us the details of order and amount by filling up
the form in the web site. His/ her orders and details of products will be sent online
first. Then, we will make confirmation through email and send the bank account
number, branch number, the name of the bank and beneficiary's name. After we
receive the payment through the bank, we will countercheck with the details of order
and the product will be delivered by post. The delivery will take 2 to 4 weeks and
fees are already included in the price of the product.
Sponsorship
Loikaw Catholic Church accepts advertisement of companies or websites that
would like to have their own banners on our web site. The company or web site can
pay monthly fees for its banner shown on the Loikaw Catholic Church's web site.
Banner Price
Top Banner:

6,000 baht per month
6% discount for 5 months/ contract
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Billboard Banner:

45,000 baht per month
6% discount for 5 months' contract

Pixel Banner: 2,000 baht per month
6% discount for 5 months' contract

Place
The Internet is the main distribution channel for Loikaw Catholic Church's
products and services. The Internet and World Wide Web make possible this online
donation and ordering products system.
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VII.

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

Revenue and Expenses
The following are the description of revenue and expens components of the
income statement:
Revenues
(1)

Advertising. Loikaw Catholic Church online generates income from
advertising other businesses in the website. We advertise other
companies' products and services in our website, and link directly to
their websites. We charge those companies which advertise with us
monthly, quarterly and yearly.

(2)

Sponsorship. Some businesses contribute our website's expenses, in
return, our website advertises their companies. They are benefited
from advertisements in our website. We share together our
organization expenses.

This is a mechanism to build long-term

relationships between Loikaw Catholic Church and its partners.
(3)

Selling products. Loikaw Catholic Church online generates income
from selling products online. The products that are available in our
website are religious books, rosaries, religious and traditional music
(CDs). We are expecting to have more products in the future.

Donation from people is not revenue or income for us, donation money goes
directly to a particular person or project that the donor intends to donate his/ her
money. Therefore, donation does not come to our website's business income.

Expenses
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Five categories will be divided for the expenses: Content Development,
Marketing, Operations, Buying Products and Product Delievery.
( 1)

Content Development. All expenses related to the development of the
products and services are included in this category such as Domain
name registration Fee, Hosting Fee.

(2)

Marketing Expenses. Marketing

expense

includes

advertising

expenses that our organization has incurred for a period of time.
Advertising expenses are banner advertisements that our website
advertises in other popular websites, registering fee for search engines
like yahoo and google, online advertisements made in other websites,
email advertisement fees to popular free email services like yahoo,
hotmail for sending out our email advertisement to their mailing
clients around the world and other marketing expenses such as
expense for software requirements and expense for marketing
research
(3)

Operations. The operation category includes the expenses for
conducting online web site, contracting expenses necessary to develop
the web site, and the expenses for Computer Hardware and other
accessories.

(4)

Buying Products. Since we will sell some products online, we need to
have the products in-hand. We have to buy hand-made rosaries from
rosary makers. We also need to order CDs and religious books from
the Music Center and Religious Books center respectively. So, we
will have the expenses to buy those products.
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(5)

Product delivery. After receiving the order and payments, we have to
confirm the order with the customer and deliver the products by post.
So, the product delivery categories will include delivering expenses.

Source of Income
The income of Loikaw Catholic Church will come from 3 sources;
Advertising banner, sponsorship and selling products.
(1)

Advertising banner
Loikaw Catholic Church advertise other companies' products
and services in our website, and link directly to their websites. There
are three types of banners provided in Loikaw Catholic Church's web
site;

Top Banner

486x60 pixels "Top Banner"
File formats: .gif, .jpeg
File size: 12K max.

Billboard
120x400 pixels "Billboard"
File formats: .gif
File size: 6K max.
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Banner

Pixel Banner

120x60 pixels "Pixel Banner"

File formats: .gif
File size: 5K max.

(2)

Sponsorship
We offer sponsorship for companies or organizations in our
website. The logo of the company or organization will be shown on
every page in the web site. In order to sponsor our web site, the
company or organization needs to sign a contract with Loikaw
Catholic Church.

(3)

Selling Products
We generate mcome from selling products online. The
products that are available in our website are religious books, rosaries,
religious and traditional music (CDs).

Price

Ad Banner
Top Banner:

6,000 baht per month
6% discount for 5 months' contract

Billboard Banner:

45,000 baht per month
6% discount for 5 months' contract
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Pixel Banner: 2,000 baht per month
6% discount for 5 months' contract
Sponsorship
If any company or organization wants to become our sponsor, it can sign an

annual 600,000 baht contract with LoikawCatholicChurch.com.
Products
Religious books:

800 baht (or) 20 US$ per book

Rosaries: 40 baht (or) 1 US$
Religious and Traditional Music CDs: 800 baht (or) 20 US$
Table 7.1.

Forecasted Income for the First 3 Years of Operation.

Banner Type
Top
Billboard
Pixel
Total
Table 7.2.

2°0 year

1st year

3r<1 year
55,000
50,000
70,000
175,000

45,000
35,000
40,000
120,000

6,000
45,000
2,000
53,000

Forecasted Income Statement for the First 3 Year of Operation.

Year2

Year 1
Sales
Income
from
Sponsorships
Income
from
Banner Ad
Cost of good sold

500,000

Year 3
1,500,000
600,000

-

120,000

53,000

3,500,000
1,800,000
175,000
(500,000)

(100,000)
(450,000)

Total Income
Operating Expense
Content
Development
Marketing Expense
Utility Expense

453,000

1,770,000

4,975,000

20,000

20,000

50,000

250,000
150,000

350,000

450,000

125,000
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200,000

Table 7.2.

Forecasted income statement for the first 3 year of operation.
(Continued)

Salary Expense
Depreciation
Expense
Delivery
Total Operating
Expense
Net Profit Before
Tax

45,000
100,000

60,000
100,000

72,000
100,000

40,000
605,000

120,000
775,000

150,000
1,022,000

(152,000)

995,000

3,953,000

Break Even Analysis

The graph below will show about the break-even point.

Break-even Analysis
4,500,000

1:

2,500,000 +-------------------~~-------------<

:J
0

E
<(

2,000,000 -j------------------7'---------~---i

2
Year

!-+-Expense --t'-Profit

Figure 7.1.

I

Break Even Analysis

Risks

After we have forecasted the Income for the first 3 years of operation for
Loikaw Catholic Church online, we also consider the risks involved in our website
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operation such as financial risk, operational risk and tennination of Loikaw Catholic
Church online.
Financial Risk
Financial risk is a very important risk to be considered. Without having
financial support, we cannot run our website accurately. The first risk involved is our
website might not get many customers as we have forecasted earlier because our
website is a new website and it is not well known. Another thing why we can't get
many customers is that people don't trust the new website at first, and therefore they
will not buy many products until they are confident enough that our website can be
trusted. Therefore, we could not sell out our products as forecasted. In this case, our
income will be lower than we expected for the period.
As our income relies on the advertisement from other businesses, we have to
encourage online businesses to advertise with us. Since it is the first time for them to
do business with us, we should offer them with discounts to encourage them to enjoy
doing business with us and to gain their trust. The risk involved is that the
maintenance fees for handling advertisement might be high and our income from
advertisement could not cover the expense.
Another thing to consider is that our financial stability also depends on
currency exchange. Our products will be selling in U.S dollar; therefore, we can't
forecast stable income for long period of time since our currency is changing most of
the time. Sometimes it can go up and sometimes it can also go down. It will be
difficult to expect the stable income for a long period of time.
Other financial problems that can arise are the pricing of the website
maintenance such as software, hardware, computer virus etc. Unexpected viruses
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may cause problems to the website to shut the business down at anytime. Therefore,
we should have a strong maintenance on security system. Strong viruses may cause
big problems for a small business like ours.
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VIII. FUTURE PLANS

Loikaw Catholic Church Online is planning to expand many more activities
m order to attract more people to come and visit our website and gain more
customers and donors. Raising Church's fund is the main activity of our website in
order to help our Catholic Church's projects. Products and services will be developed
and we will expand more product range and services that will attract more people to
come to our website.
In the future, we will provide activities such as online counseling, sending
mass offering, and petitions and prayers online. People can send their prayers online
to pray for them. Mass offering will be sent to a particular priest, and the sender will
be able to send donation by money transfer or Bank transfer. Our website will adopt
more advanced payment options since it is planning to expand its market and provide
different range of products. We will provide the website designing services for other
Churches as well. When members of other churches of Myanmar see our website,
they might be interested in creating websites for their Churches also. Therefore, we
will provide web-designing service to have more income.
For young people who are interested to follow religious order, our website
will help to find the right religious community they would want to join. Our website
will provide more information about different congregations so that people can
search for the right congregation for them. In order for the people to learn more, we
will link our website with those organizations' website. There will also be products
like clothing, gifts, music and a lot more products to gain young people's attention.
There will be chat rooms for women and men who would like to talk freely with
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s

friends. People can form prayer groups among themselves and have prayer rooms for
them. There will be different chat rooms such as religious chat, friendship chat,
prayer room and counseling chat room. We will create a news center of Myanmar
Catholic Church also. Since people from all over the world will be willing to know
the Catholic news of Myanmar, we will try to collect news of the Churches m
Myanmar and post it on the web every day so that everyone can read it.
Since our main activity is for fund rising, aside from religious activities, we
will find a way to gain more money by attracting business groups. We will help the
Internet business owners by providing services like website design and development,
web hosting, and encourage business to advertise in our website. With those services
we provide to online businesses, we will be able to earn more. To have a wide
variety of products, our website will link with other companies' website and sell their
products. Since our country has many kinds of ethic groups, our website will sell
different ethic products which will attract more customers, and those products are
mostly targeted for foreigners.
Secure payment options 1s very important for online business. Payment
options have to be convenient, secure and easy to make. When customers purchase
things online, they want easy and secure payment methods. Therefore, our website is
developing our payment options to be a secure and easy payment system. In current
situation, we can only accept bank transfer and pay-pal, but in the near future, we are
considering adopting more payment options for our customers. We will update our
software system to be able to accept advanced payment options like credit card,
master card, visa card, bank card, etc. Security is the first priority to be considered in
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adopting advanced payment option so that customers will trust our website and we
will gain customer loyalty.
Customer service will be available 24 hours a day, 7days a week. When
people have any problem related to our organization, they can send personal email
and customer service will be available anytime to solve their problems. Sometimes,
we will provide free contest and will reward our customers. Free email services will
be available for customers. For our loyal customers, we will provide discounts on the
products and services for them. We will make our customers happy and satisfied for
having business with us. So they will enjoy dealing with our organization and we
will be able to gain more customers' loyalty in the future.
For those who donate money, they might want to know how they can
contribute to our organization project, big or small, therefore, we will be sending
them full information of the project when the project undertaking is completed or
making progress so that they will be happy to learn that their contribution has not
been wasted. It will also make them want to donate more in the future. Aside from
that, our website can also function well and will be one of the successful online
organizations with the help of our customers and donors.
Loikaw Catholic Church online is planning to have Burmese version of our
website. Therefore, people in our own country will also learn what it is all about.
Since our country uses Burmese as an official language, many people still don't
know proper English. In order to benefit those people who can't read and write
English, we will translate for them in Burmese language and have Burmese version
of our website. Although our main target is the U.S and European countries, we also
aim to have as many customers as possible from other countries all around the world.
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By having Burmese version, Burmese people can also join us and contribute to our
organization.
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IX.

5.1

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions
LoikawCatholicChurch.com does not need a big group of staff to manage the

whole system and we can save our expenditure and increase the profit because the
Internet and E-Commerce System will help us to save time and human resource.
The Internet has touched nearly everyone in the developed world in some
manner or another. Entering households faster than television or even the cell phone,
the Internet is here to stay. It offers an efficient channel of information and another
way to reach the customer, but it must be handled with care.
Internet Technology, Information System and E-Commerce System have
been used in this system to make it possible to serve the Church's objectives to create
a web site for the donors and visitors online. Donations, selling products online,
offering prayers on the Internet, inviting talented people, mailing list and more could
be done on in the web site.
Working on the www.LoikawCatholicChurch.com has many advantages over
the traditional methods; for example, it helps to reduce the paper task and also ease
the way to communicate with donors and customers.

5.2

Recommendations
The important factors for each donor and customer are different. Some

emphasize the website but some love to choose traditional methods of making
donation and communicating with the Church offline. Because of these differences,
communicating, selling products and receiving donation offline sometimes will be
needed. Therefore, a strategic marketing plan is a key element of a good online
business and fund raising plan.
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
HOW TO APPLY
Mail resume with the
listed job code to:
Loikaw Catholic Church
Human Resources
Job Code: (from listing)
09011 Loikaw
Kayah State, Myanmar

Updated March, 2004

I!&@••-·

Refugee/Immigration Svcs
Nurse Practitioner

Program
Position

Job Cods

RIS 0104

Description

Incumbent performs clinical, educational
and referral services associated with the
health assessment of refugees, asyless
and detainees assisted by Catholic
Charities. Conduct physical exams
according to prescribe protocols. Order,
receive, review and interpret laboratory
and radiological, results, make referrals to
community health providers. Act as liaison
with medical personnel outside the
Agency, Conduct education of case
manager staff in disease processes,
prevention and treatment, Assist agency
in preparing policies and protocols that
pertain to health and that keep the
agency in compliance with contractual and
legal requirements.

Qualifications

Current CA License 1 minimum 1 year recent
clinical experience as nurse practitioner,
current CPR Certification, able to interact
with a diverse staff and patient
population, basic computer ski!ls 1 able to
maintain accurate and clear

Emailed or faxed
resumes can be
accepted.

All positions remain
posted until filled.
Mail to
global_loikaw@yahoo.com

Figure A.8.

Invitation Page.
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